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Snow, Valentine's Day
cause postal blues
by HEIDI TABOR
student writer

We know that it can be
frustrating when you're
expecting something
and you don't receive
it. We are thankful to all
the students, faculty and
staff because everyone
seemed to be very
understanding that day.
-Jason White
assistant director of
postal services

Leading up to Valentine's Day, the Postal
Services Center dealt with three consecutive snow days that caused a major delay in
the distribution of cards, flowers and notes
celebrating the holiday.
Because of the heavy snow during the
three weekdays leading up to Valentine's
Day, there was a delay of all postal, UPS and
FedEx mail. In fact, •none at all could make
it onto campus throughout the three days, so
the bulk of the snow day mail was delivered
on Monday, pushing special Valentine's Day
deliveries to Tuesday.
"Because of the inclement weather, carriers weren't able to get the mail into the
facilities here in Searcy, so they brought a ance had mailed her flowers for Valentine's and a better plan needs to be made for next and 1,800 "bumpies," or cards with pieces
lot of it on Monday, which was Valentine's day.Unaware of what was in the package, she year so that someone else does not receive of candy attached to them.
Day," said Jason White, assistant director had been given a tracking number to know wilted flowers the day after Valentine's Day."
Despite the delay, White said students and
of postal services. "Then a lot of it came the when it had arrived. While the package arDirector of Postal Services Randy Smith faculty were very understanding about not
following day: the things that were supposed rived on Valentine's Day, Semmelmann said has been on staff since March 2004 and said receiving their Valentine's Day treats in time.
to be here on Valentine's Day, which is why that she was unable to pick it up due to the that while Valentine's Day is typically the
"Basically we just wanted to thank everyone
backup with providing yellow pie- up slips busiest day of the entire year, beating out because there was a large influx of mail that
it was a problem."
Once the packages arrived on campus, to students.
both Christmas and Club Week, this year's didn't go up in the boxes, including Valentine's
When Semmelmann received her yellow holiday was the single busiest day he had Day candies and cards that students send
they arrived in such a large quantity that it
took all day to put them into student and slip at lunch the next day, she said the flow- ever experienced at Harding.
to one another," White said. "We wanted
faculty mailboxes, White said. Typically, all ers her fiance sent her were wilted, and the
On an average day in the Harding Postal to thank everyone for their patience. We
mail is distributed by 1 p.m., but even with papers that came with them were damaged. Services Center, anywhere from 400 pack- know that it can be frustrating when you're
"While I understand that Valentine's Day " ages, 4 to 8 feet (about 670 to 1,300 letters) expecting something and you don't receive it.
student workers putting in extra hours, it
is probably one of the busiest days for the of first class mail letters and 800 pieces of We are thankful to all the students, faculty
was 4:30 p.m. before their work was done.
White said that some parents called to post office, it makes me upset to know that on-campus mail arrive to be distributed to and staff because everyone seemed to be
ask about boxes of flowers that had not been they would hand out packages while more student and faculty mailboxes. Comparatively, very understanding that day."
delivered, many ofwhich were delayed until time-sensitive items are sitting in the back the Valentine's Day deliveries for this year
White said Wednesday th at the postal
of their office," Semmelmann said. "I feel included 1,935 packages, 36 feet (or about service has now caught up with all mail
the following day.
Senior Heather Semmelmann said her fi- the logistics could have been more efficient 6,000 letters), 4,500 pieces of campus mail and should experience no further problems.

Obama to increase

Pell Grants in 2012
by J.M. ADKISON

sports editor

photo by KYLIE AKINS I The Bison
Freshman nursing major Alison Daud (center with headress) and friends get serious at Zheta Rho
and TNT's Spring Sing practice on Tuesday, themed "Cowboys and Indians" for the evening.

'Students for Life' makes\ campus

debut with Holocaust documentary
by KYLIE AKINS

news editor
Harding's newest student organization,
H arding Students for Life, made its
debut Tuesday, Feb. 15, by highlighting
the group's dedication to the value of
life with the screeningof"lrena Sendler:
In the Name ofTheir Mothers," a film
documenting the little-known story
of a Polish social worker's efforts in
rescuing 2,500 Jewish children from
the Warsaw Ghetto in World War II,
as a benefit to the Crisis Pregn ancy
Center in Searcy.
Harding Students for Life's chartering
this semester was actually a resurrection
of a group that existed until a few years
ago. Reusing the Facebook page of the
former group, organization president
sophomore Erin Grant said there is
already interest in the group's mission.
"I've always had a passion fo r prolife issues, but also, I really wanted to

As for me, it was simple. When someone is drowning,
you ~j"ive them your hand. I tried to extend my hand
to the Jewish people.
-Irena Sendler, as voiced in the documentary
"Irena Sendler: In the Name of Their Mothers"
provide a way for students to be politically active and to integrate that
into the pro-life movement as well as
making students a little more aware of
pro-life issues," Grant said.
Even on a predominantly pro-life
campus, Grant said there is opportunity
for expanding the knowledge base on
all of the issues involved in the pro-life
movement, including abortion, euthanasia, assisted suicide and embryonic
stem cell research.
"One of the really interesting things
we found about pro-life campuses is that
a lot of students have grown up being

pro-life, so they don't understand a lot
of the issues just because they've been
around it," Grant said. "We're hoping
to explore the area a little bit more to
know what they believe in and why
they believe in it, instead of having a
vague grasp of the issue."
The document ary shown Tuesday
night stressed the group's commitment to furthering the value of human
life by featuring a film on Sendler, a
woman who saw value in the most
discriminated-against racial group in
Poland during World War II.
-SEE LIFE PG. 2A

President Barack Obama
recently released his budget
plan for the year 2012, and
according to an article recently
released in the Washington
Post, it shows a plan to increase
funding for Federal Pell Grants,
as well as financing for his
elementary and secondary
school reform agendas.
In the fiscal 2012 budget
plan released on Monday,
Feb.14, overall spending on
education would rise to more
than $77 billion, increasing
by 11 percent. This large
amount of spending would
go mostly toward keeping
Federal Pell Grants at their
maximum level, $5,550 a
year per eligible student.
The Pell Grant, according
to the U.S. Department of
Education's website, "provides
need-based grants to lo\\'.income undergraduate and
certain post baccalaureate
students to promote access
to postsecondary education."
Obama also proposed
trimming certain aspects of
the Pell program, such as
eliminating the ability fo r
students to apply for two
grants within one calendar
year and getting rid of the
in-school interest subsidy for
graduate students, according
to the White House's Office
ofManagement and Budget's
website.
According to the Washington Post, Obama plans
to put $900 million into a
new Race to the Top school
reform contest to inspire
reformation within state and
local district K-12 education.
The White House's Office of
Management and Budget's
Department of Education
website proposed providing
$1.4 billion for new competitions such as "a new 'First
in the World' competition
to test, validate and scale
up effective approaches to

improving college access and
completion and generating
better outcomes for every
dollar of investment."
But this new proposal
already faces many challenges.
According to inside highered.com, "Given the
enormous growth of the
Pell Grant Program in the
last two years, for instance,
the program now faces a $20
billion deficit by the end of
2012, and the administration
had to make 'tough choices'
to sustain the maximum
grant at $5,550, Education
Secretary Arne Duncan
said in a call with reporters
Monday."

Overall spending
on education
would rise to
more than $77
billion, increasing
by 11 percent.
According to the Washington Post, the House
Republicans are set against
Obama's plan since they
want "deep, immediate cuts"
in both the Pell Grants and
elementary and secondary
school reform agendas.
" House Republicans
would lower the maximum
Pell grant to $4, 705 and cut
other education spending
by $4. 9 billion, according
to their spending proposal
for the rest of the fiscal year
that ends Sept. 30," the
Washington Post reported.
"The GOP proposal is likely
to face opposition from Senate Democrats."
Due to opposition from
the House Republicans, it
is unlikely that Obama will
have his budget plan passed,
as the House Republicans will
significantly trim it down to
reduce spending.
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Raiders coach's career unites spirituality, sports
by JESSICA BOYD
student writer
TheTexas Tech University Raiders'head football
coach spoke on Christian leadership Feb. 17 as
a part ofthe American Studies Institute Distinguished Lecture Series.TommyTuberville shared
advice and life lessons he learned during his
coaching career.
Tuberville was born in Camden, Ark., in
1954 and graduated from Southern Arkansas
University. He began playing football in the
seventh grade and, from a young age, knew
he wanted to coach college football, he said.
"He is a local hero and has many friends at
Harding," said Bob Reely, associate executive
director of the American Studies Institute.
"We have been waiting to bring him here to
speak on Christian leadership. I served in the
Air Force and attended a state college, and I
know how easy it can be not to stand up for
your faith."
Tuberville's first job as head coach was at
University ofMississippi, or "Ole Miss, "where
he said he learned the importance of prayer
and faith in God.
"Many people told me not to take the
job because Ole Miss' team was on probation,"Tuberville said. "But I knew I had
to take risks in life and persevere. As a
head coach, I am the parent of about 120

He also emphasized academic achievement.

photo by JON YODER I The Bison
Texas Tech Raiders head coach Tommy Tuberville addresses the crowd Feb.
17 in the Benson. The former Auburn Tigers head coach spoke on the role of
Christian leadership in his career as part of the ASI lectureship series.
18-year-olds, and I can't pass that responsibility
to anyone else. "
In 1998, he became the head coach at
Auburn University. While there, Tuberville

stressed the importance of life off the field.
His players served as mentors and read to
students at local schools, visited the elderly
and volunteered at the Boys and Girls Club.

Tuberville went on to the head coach position at Texas Tech, where he became the first
coach in the school's history to win a bowl
game in his first season.
Tuberville discussed his career as a mentor
and as a coach. While at Ole Miss, he hired
Wes Yeary as the Fellowship of Christian
Athletes campus director and team chaplain
so they could relate better td the players,
Tuberville said.
After the success of FCA at Ole Miss,
Tuberville hired Chet Williams to start
a team chaplain program at Auburn. The
program trains people to mentor and bring
Christian principles to college athletics. The
team chaplains led prayers and offered advice
to the players. In 15 years, the program trained
60 team chaplains.
"They baptized 19 players his first year at
Auburn," freshman and attendee Zach Bowman
said. "It is really amazing to see how God can
work through an SEC football coach like that."
Tuberville stressed the importance of
responsibility on and off the field. He taught
his players honesty, work ethic and teamwork.
He said he wanted to improve their lives even
after they stopped playing football.
"I thoroughly enjoyed Tuberville's lecture
and greatly appreciated his wisdom on how
God can be present and active in every aspect
of your life,"freshman Hannah Robison said.

Students prepare for impending grad school deadlines
by LAUREN
BUCHER
features editor
As graduation approaches,
seniors'plans for next fall become
more pressing, and juniors
begin to consider graduate
school. While the graduate
school application process
may seem insurmountable,
students who have a basic
understanding ofthe application
process timeline can navigate
the transition with more ease
than do their uninformed
counterparts.
"1hroughout the country
there seems to be an increase
[in graduate school enrollment]
according to several articles I've
read,"Deb Bashaw, director of

the Career Center, said. "Our
numbers have been up just a
bit, but not much. Generally,
between 40 and 50 percent of
our students report at graduation time that they are going
to graduate school."
Some students are going to
graduate school now, delaying
their career search in an effort
to dodge the job market of
the recession.
"The recession is definitely
a driving factor," senior Jordan
Harris said. "I'm planning
to go to graduate school in
a year, but honestly, now I
wish I'd applied for this
upcoming school year. The
plan was to work for a year
then continue on to grad school
However, the job prospects
are looking scarce. "

While the requirements of
each graduate school program
vary, most call for a transcript,
letters of recommendation,
an admissions essay and a
standardized test score. The
majority of programs require
students to take the G RE.
Law school, medical school
and business school graduate
programs require students to
take the LSAT, MCAT or the
GMAT, respectively.
"Grad school is required
for me if I want to be a
licensed therapist someday,
so I don't have too much of
a choice there," senior Amy
Neill said. "The recession
isn't affecting my decision;
there is little work available
in psychology with only an
undergraduate degree. "

Protests for reform domino
across Middle East, Africa
by CARLY KESTER
head copy editor
On Feb. 11, Hosni
Mubar ak resigned after
his 30-year rule as Egyptian president. In Tahrir
Square, Egypt, thousands
of citizens celebrated after
an 18-day protest won them
the liberation they had been
demanding.
Anti-government demonstrations began Jan.
25, with crowds flooding
Tahrir Square demanding
that Mubarak step down
as president. Causes of the
protest were "Mubarak's
30-year rule, a lack of free
elections and many economic
issues, including high food
prices, low wages and high
unemployment," according
to CNN.com.
Finally, after two and a
halfweeks of demonstrations,
Mubarak's vice president,
Omar Suleiman, made the
announcement that he was
resigning as president and
handing over control of the
governme~t to the nation's
military.
This accomplishment by
the Egyptian people has
not only affected their own
country but has also inspired
other Middle Eastern and

Northern African countries
to protest against their own
governmental powers.
Lori Klein, assistant
professor of political science, said Egypt's protests
created a "domino effect"
on other countries whose
people are n ot satisfied
with their government's
dealings.
"I think we're seeing
people look at what happened [in Egypt] and begin
to feel empowered," Klein
said. "It's fascinating to watch
it spread like a pebble hits
a pond and get larger and
larger, and I don't know
where that's going to lead."
Since demonstrations
started in Egypt, protesting has spread to Morocco,
Algeri~, Tunisia, Libya,
Sudan, Jord an, Syria, Iraq,
Iran, Yemen and Palestinian
Territories. The reason for
the majority of the protests
is due to presidents or
government leaders staying
in power for years without
giving citizens rights to vote,
governmental corruption
and un employment rates,
according to CNN.com.
Clashes between an ti government and pro-government demonstrators plus
the involvement of military
forces have caused hundreds

of deaths and injuries.
According to CNN.com, as
of Saturday, in Libya alone,
"84 people have been killed
in ... demonstrations since
Tuesday."
Despite the casualties
and reluctance of govern ment leaders to give up
power, some countries are
making progress with their
demonstrations.
According to CNN .com,
the Tunisian president left
the country after weeks of
demonstration. The president
of Syria. "planned reforms
that would allow local elections and included a new
media law and more power
for private organizations."
Algerian authorities said
they plan to lift a state of
emergency that was put into
effect in 1992. In Bahrain,
the crown prince said the
government is willing to
talk to demonstrators.
Klein said she hopes the
emerging Middle Eastern
demonstrators will succeed
in their efforts.
"I really do believe in
liberty, not just democracy,
but liberty ... individual liberty," Klein said. "Individual
souls are important to God,
and that's why you need a
governmental structure that
respects them."
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Typically, students in terested in graduate school
begin their search junior year.
After students choose potential
schools, they look at program
deadlines. Students generally
take standardized tests the
spring or summer of their
junior year.
"I began the graduate school
application process freshman
year," senior Kayla Maynard
said. "I had to make sure I had
all the pre-req's appropriate
for applying. But I didn't start
working on the G RE or the
actual application until this
past fall."
In early fall of senior year,
students need to find faculty
members in the discipline in
which they are seeking their
degree to w rite a letter of

recommendation. Additionally,
students often begin researching
financial aid options during
this time.
In late fall of their senior
year, students need to visit the
registrar's office and request
that the office send a transcript
to the programs the students
are applying fo r. Students
need to allot time for processing
on both ends. The transcript
needs to be requested early
enough that th e registrar's
office has time to resend the
transcript if necessary. Many
programs contact students
when they receive th ei r
applications as confirmation.
During the spring,graduate schools notify applicants
of their decisions, and at this
time, students decide which

school to attend.
"I recommend that the
student actually visit the
school and talk with professors in the program," Bashaw
said. "This is beneficial to the
student in learning more about
the program, but it also helps
when the application is being
reviewed if the committee
members know you."
The Career Center hosts
a graduate school fair each
fall, advises students where
to find program information
and helps students with their
admissions essays. Students
can access additional resources
such as a list ofgraduate school
programs in the Career Center
or books about the graduate
school application process in
the library.

LIFE: New pro-life campus organization
screens documentary of Holocaust hero
CONTINUED FROM
PG.1A
For five years, she led a
group of women smuggling
aid into and children out of
the Jewish Warsaw ghetto
serving as a starving prison to
one-third of the city's population, 400,000 Jews.
The 2,500 children they
were able to rescue by hiding
in bundles, garbage and coffins
survived the war by abandoning their Jewish identities for
Christian ones while hiding
in orphanages, convents and
Polish homes. Though many
children lost their parents to
the Jewish execution camps
they themselves were saved
from, Sendler suffered torture
and narrowly escaped execution by the Gestapo to protect
the rescued children's Jewish
names and parents' names,

making possible the reunions
a number of families would
indeed experience after the war.
"As for me, it was simple,"
Sendler said in the film concerning her bravery. "When
someone is drowning, you
give them your hand. I tried
to extend my hand to the
Jewish people."
The theme of the documentary stressed the value of
life and its intense importance
to the mission of Harding
Students for Life.
"I think it's important to
see [Sendler's] example of
how she valued life. She didn't
just decide, 'Well, they're just
kids. Maybe they'll survive,"'
organization vice president
junior Ashley Shelton said.
"She saw kids lying in the
street, see them alive one minute
and the next she would come
back and they would be dead.

I think [this documentary]
shows how we should value
lives or even one life."
Grant, a business management and history double
major, tied the importance of
students seeing this film to
her own passion for history.
"[History] is really inspiring
because you can look at Irena
Sendler and see that she was
an ordinary person who did
what needed to be done in a
time of need, and every one
of us can do the same thing,"
Grant said. "It doesn't take
someone who has been in
politics for years or someone
who is already well established.
You just follow God's call, and
it can lead to great things."
All students are invited
to join the organization,
and those who are interested may contact Grant at
egrant@harding.edu.
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STAFF LIST
sarah kyle
For those of you who missed the announcement in chapel (probably because you were tweeting),
last weekend, a few members of the Bison staff attended the Southeast Journalism Conference in
Troy, Ala.

editor in chief

elumba ebenja

Guest

Space

business manager
More than 40 schools competed in the SEJC Best of the South Competition with hundreds of
entries.

early kester
head copy editor

Here's how we did:
The Bison ranked No. 7 for Best College Newspaper.
The Link ranked No. 5 for Best College Website.
Opinions editor Jess Ardrey ranked No.6 for Best Opinion-Editorial Writer.
Henrique Ruiz ranked No. 4 for Graphic Design.

kylie akins
news editor

j.m. adkison
sports editor

Editor-in-chief Sarah Kyle also placed first in the on-site media law competition.

lauren bucher
features editor

The Minority Report

jess ardrey
opinions editor

tiffany p. jones
web editor

caleb rummel
jon yoder
photographers

henrique ruiz
graphic designer

aerial whiting
asst. copy editor

zach decker
editorial assistant

savannah lee
web assistant

katie ramirez
faculty adviser

GUEST
WRITERS
nate copeland
calea bakke
gina cielo
monique jacques
katie swann

gabrielle pruitt
heidi tabor
whitney dixon
ryan orr

stacy hall

jessica boyd

At the Bison, it is our goal
to serve the Harding University student body with
integrity, truth and open
ears. However, we believe
that meeting that goal is
a two-way street between
our staff and the public it
serves.
We pledge to keep our
eyes and ears open to
what our community has
to say and hope that, in
return, that community
will be an interactive audience, sharing its stories
with us. We also pledge
to do the basics: report
accurate and relevant
information, check our
facts, and share them in
a professional, integrable
manner.
If you have any story ideas,
questions, comments or con·
cerns for the Bison staff, please
e-mail Sarah Kyle, the editor in
chief, at skyle@harding.edu .

"The Bison (USPS 577-660) is
published weekly (except vacations, exams and summer sessions), 18 issues per year, by Harding University. Periodicals postage
paid at Searcy, Arkansas 72143.
POSTMASTER: Send address
changes to The Bison, Harding
University 11192, SEARCY AR
72149-0001 "
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ebruary is a great month for
me. I was born in February,
half-price candy day is in
February (you know, the day after
Valentine's Day) and, of course,
February is Black History Month.
Growing up, Black History
Month was a big deal. Every year,
my elementary school would throw
a Black History celebration. My
mom headed up the festivities, and
they were always a big hit. We had
everything from incredible African
drumming to silly impersonations of
important figures in black history. I
was Tina Tumer once. Don't bother
asking for video or pictures; they
will not be found. Ever.
I should probably explain my
hometown. I'm from Falls Church,
Va., a suburb ofWashington, D.C.,
and one of the most ethnically
diverse areas in the country. My
best friends in elementary school
were Indian, Greek and Korean.
I say this to paint a better picture
of these black history nights. The
entire school would come out, and
a good mix of students helped
perform. This wasn't an event
only for black families, and if it
was, the gathering would be quite
small. I've spent the majority of
my life being the only black kid
in my classes.
Which is why I remember
being so proud of my heritage on
those nights: a celebration during
which my black heroes finally got
their time in the spotlight where
they belonged.
This all greatly diminished
when I went to middle school.
I changed districts to go to the
gifted and talented school and
was thrust into a completely new
(and mostly Jewish) environment.
Any mention ofblack history was
in passing or a quick bit of trivia
over the PA in the mornings.
Things got worse in high
school. My group of friends' idea of
celebrating Black History Month
was to stop using the N-word for
a month, a task that they, none of
them black mind you, couldn't
even follow through on. My
standards had slipped. I'm still

pace
disgusted at some of the things

I let my "friends" say to me back
then, and even thougn I wasn't the
only black girl in our little clique,

I was fully cemented into the role
of the token black kid.
Now before you feign shock at
the fact that I would be friends with
people so racially insensitive, think
about your friends. At Harding,
I've heard the N-word thrown
around plenty, a word that I will
tell you right now, I never use.
But forget the N-word; that is
far too obvious. Think about the
term "black."
From what I've witnessed, the
term "black" is becoming the new
slur. I often hear it in conjunction
with words like poor, uneducated
and ignorant. When people are
impressed by my vocabulary, they
tell me I don't talk like I'm black.
When people like my clothes,
they tell me I don't dress like I'm
black. I don't act like I'm black.
I don't eat like I'm black, unless
I'm eating fried chicken. I don't
listen to black music. I am for all
intents and purposes a white girl
in a black body : an Oreo.
All of my life I have been told
that I am an Oreo, black on the
outside, white on the inside. Most
of my life, I have rolled my eyes and
ignored it, but now, I am taking a
stand against the term. I hate it.
I'm offended by it. I am NOT an
Oreo; I am a human being.
Although society seems to want
me to speak in Ebonics and be
sassy, my grandfather fought for
a world in which I am allowed to
be myself, not a head-swinging,
finger-snapping caricature ofmyself
Prince Albert Jones Sr., or
"Father" as we all called him, passed
away my freshman year. When he

Although society
seems to want me
to speak in Ebonics
and be sassy, my
grandfather fought
for a world in which
I am allowed to be
myself, not a headswinging, fingersnapping caricature
of myself.

died, I began to hear stories about
him I had never heard before. I
knew him as the strong pillar of
his family and community, but I
didn't know he was a pioneer of
civil rights. He was one of the first
African Americans to register to
vote in Montgomery county, Ala.,
and also used the respect people
had for him to get others registered.
Morris Dees, co-founder of the
Southern Poverty Law Center, said
my grandfather "was one of the
area's most dedicated advocates
for equality and used his good
reputation with the white farming
elite to help black neighbors and
church members obtain the right to
vote decades before the enactment
of the 1965 Voting Rights Act."
It is that history I seek to
preserve. I am so proud to be who
I am. I love the color of my skin,
and I have never been ashamed
of it. So, when you call me white,
which many black people call me
as well, I will take offense to it.
There is absolutely nothing wrong
with being white, but there is also
absolutely nothing wrong with
being black.

TIFFANY P. JONES is the
web editor for The Bison.
She may be contacted at
tjones4@harding.edu

Solace Amongst the Sin

I

sn't it time for another break?
Only five weeks into the spring
semester and I'm done. I mean,
it's the proverbial "baby bear" of
weather conditions - not too hot,
not too cold, just right - all of
the important people in my life
are here in one place; this time is
crucial. I need to get out of here
and do something.
I've got a terrible case of spring
fever. Unfortunately, this diagnosis
is not necessarily a treatable
condition and is therefore not
valid grounds for the nurse to
excuse me from classes. The ironic
thing is I've never been more
unable to focus on classwork.
No illness is more distracting.
I really do try to pay attention
in class, but day after day I drift
into the same daydream of that
scene from "The Shawshank
Redemption."You know, the one
in which Andy Dufresne emerges
from that sewage pipe and just
stands in the rain because he's
so relieved that he finally broke
out of that prison. Yeah.
The other day, in a desperate
attempt to clear my head, I took
a quick siesta on the floor in my
dorm room. 1here's something
oddly soothing about lying on cold,
dirty tile. I lay there and stared
at the ceiling for a good hour
or so, thinking about absolutely
nothing, just listening to the
breeze and di stant sounds of

I

Guest

Space
Sure, things get
hectic again, but
that just allows for
another chance
encounter to be
that much more
encouraging.
outdoor activity coming through
my window. It gave me the reboot
I needed. When I got up I was
able to concentrate a little better
and get some work done, if only
for a short while.
A few days later I was doing
that same thing again - hovering
over stacks of books and papers,
staring at a computer screen and
comparing my life to those of
iconic tragic characters - when
I got a call from a friend. It had
been a little while since we last
talked and it wasn't much more
than an exchange of pleasantries,

but it was enough of a morale
boost to coerce me through one
more chapter of "Earth: An
Introduction to Physical Geology,
Tenth Edition." Later that night
I discovered that another friend
of mine shares my passion for
Rooney Garland movies and
sparkling grape juice.
As insignificant as something
seems, it's amazing to me how
one fortuitous instance can propel
an individual to the next and the
next and the next. Sure, things get
hectic again, but that just allows
for another chance encounter to
be that much more encouraging.
I honestly cannot wait to get
my spring break rolling. I've
gone stir crazy. I need to climb
a mountain or go skydiving or
ride a bull or something. School
takes a backseat to my flagrant,
uncouth fantasy life most of the
time. The crazier I get, the more
a serendipitous moment means
to me, and it can really help me
get my priorities back in order.
It could be a call from a friend
or meeting someone new or a
solitary walk in God's nature.
Something a lways presents
itself in a desperate time if you
look for it.

KATIE SWANN is a guest
contributor for the Bison.
She may be contacted at
lswann1@harding.edu

Singularity and
Immortality
Looking at how far we have come
in such a relatively short time with
the technological advancements of
the computer world alone, it should
come as no shock that scientists are
making real predictions involving
"superhuman intelligence" and that a
machine may srnpass man intellectually.
According to an article in Time
magazine, research is being conducted
and a serious hypothesis is being
formulated about the future of life
on earth. This hypothesis involves
a transformation into "something
that is no longer recognizable," and
is called the Singularity. Raymond
Kurzweil reveals his radical vision
of an immortal future for man. He
believes that we are rapidly coming to
a point when computers will become
more intelligent than humans beings.
They would be capable ofdoing much
more than mathematics; they could
make ethical decisions, appreciate art
and make clever remarks at parties.
Intrigued yet?
The term "singularity" originates
from astrophysics referring to a point
in space-time in which the rules of
ordinary physics do not apply, for
example, a black hole. Kurzweil
suggests that by the mid-2020s, we
will successfully "reverse-engineer"
the human brain: Computers will be
capable ofhuman-level intelligence.
Kurzwei1 put the date ofthe Singularity
at2045.
After artificial intelligence, the
biological boundaries that most
consider permanent and inevitable,
Singularitariansview as merely difficult
but solvable problems. Old age and
death are two examples. Aubrey de
Grey, for one, sees aging as a process
of accumulating damage that can be
repaired.
The issues associated with aging
will be sorted out as in any other
illness. That brings the concept of
"indefinite life extension'' to a reality
in which "people will die only ifthey
choose to."
What a powerful and thoughtprovokingconceptHowdowe go fium
the comical movie "The Computer
Wore Tennis Shoes" starring a young
Kurt Russell to IBM's supercomputer
Watson beating out two of the most
knowledgeable men on Jeopardy to
an "ultra-intelligent" machine that
will literally crack the code of aging
. and death? I wonder, are there limits
here? How far will God allow us to
venture when it comes to such?
Kurzweil acknowledges the
controversy surrounding this idea,
saying, "People invested a lot of
personal effort into certain philosophies
dealing with the issue oflife and death.
I mean, that's the major reason we
have religion."
Reaching heaven is agua1 on which
we, as Christians, focus.Jesus tells
us and several hymns center around
the idea that "this world is not my
home"and we are but strangers on this
temporary planet. In contrast, we hear
Jay-Z singing about being "Forever
Young."Why are we so determined
to stay here as long as possible and
even prevent our departure altogether?
Should we allow ourselves to become
so attached? Will God allow man
to develop the technology to do so?
I believe that certain aspects within
the human brain cannot be copied
electronically no matter how deep
man's studies take him. Only God is
powerful and wise enough to create
a fully functioning universe with
organisms in it. Everythingwe research
or develop or discover is because of
him. God alone is capable of limitless
knowledge, power and wisdom. He
is the one who gives us the ability to
learn in the first place. The important
concept to remember is that we already
will live forever with the souls God
has given us; it is simply a matter of
where. We will not be immortal in
this body on earth because once sin
entered the world in the garden, so
did death. However, we will be able
to be united with God forever ifwe
keep his commandments.

GABRIELLE PRUITT
is a guest contributor
for the Bison. She may
be contacted at
gpruittharding.edu
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Stuff

Road Trips

Ti

ere are two words that bring
unmediate joy to the hearts of
kids on this campus: road trip.
They're usually spoken with the
excitement and reverence of a tween
girl asked about the Biebs.
It's also a proven fuct:that no exrnrsion
has ever commenced without at least
one traveler shouting "ROAD TRIP"
as loudly and drawn out as possible.
After all, we are ones for tradition.
And following in that tradition,
road trips always include a few key
ingredients: spending money, junk
food and onset scoliosis from folding
yourselfinto the backseat ofa minivan
for eight hours.
None of those things are very
good things. But we put up with
them because they are part of the
experience. They are necessary evils
to make us worthy of the awesome
that is adventure.
You can spend money on gas if it
means losing your voice after a perfect
'90s playlist. You can tolerate the
crummy food when you're unraveling
fun experiences I've had in college you like to grow bonsai trees?!" or
have always considered myself
the troubles of the world with the
calea bakke has been getting to know myself. "Whoa! You can play "Mumford
a strange person. You may see
person in the seat beside you. And you
Once you get better acquainted with and Sons" on the recorder! That's
this self-understanding as sad
can suffer through a charley horse or
how you act in certain situations, awesome!"
or even absurd, but I find a lot of
two for the chance to tell a good story.
You are who you are for a reason.
what you love to do and how you
comfort in the description. It's like
Now, to be fair, I've left out an
see yourself, you can fully dedicate My wisest and most dynamic friends
a calm, cool relief that gushes over
ingredient the goal. But I think we've
yourself to the application of your are the ones who have walked through
all had enough "Chicken Soup for the me and whispers, "It's OK, Calea,
yourself"
quirks for the good of humanity. So the fire and chosen to overcome it.
you
haven't
stopped
being
Soul" to know that it's not about the
pay attention. A little introspection If you take responsibility for your
But sometimes my personal
destination, it's about stopping at the
is good for you, just like smiling.
own life and decisions, you will live
oddities display themselves at less
grimiest gas stations along the way,
people who like to learn and grow
than opportune moments.
Use your quirkiness to brighten more fully.
or something like that. (Side note:
So when I sing to myself, make
On one such occasion, after a and inspire me to do the same. People someone's day, make him or her feel
On the way back from Alabama this
particularly awkward happenstance who aren't afraid to be themselves and included, or turn the conversation overly animated facial expressions,
past weekend, I saw my first "Toy
in the student center, I asked my pursue their passions are like bursts away from a detrimental discussion. talk to movies, yell at people across
Story"-themed graffiti scrawled across
campus and strike up conversations
friend, jokingly of course, if I was of bright, wonderful joy in my soul. The trick, my friends, is balance.
a grimy gas station bathroom wall. It
Life is quirky, but that's why it's so
Let me make a short, stern with people I've never met, I'm having
socially awkward. She paused. "No,"
was unexpected.)
she said slowly and deliberately, beautiful. I delight in the uni'queness qualification: Creating a humorous a lot more fun being myself than I
Although cheesy, there is something " ' .
of God's creation. Whether it's situation is an art. Making people would be if I tried to fit the box of
. ky"
you re JUSt . .. qmr
.
to be said for this theory. Granted,
Theplethoraofoommonknowiedge the laugh of an individual or the feel uncomfortable because you don't what our culture calls "normality."
spending the weekend with your
Embrace your inner quirks. To
known as Urban Dictionary says particular color palette of a sunset, understand social cues is unfortunate.
suitemate's family can be fun. And
that quirky is "something that is it always makes me smile. As you I personally believe you should only me, quirky people add color to the
sometimes the thing you travel to
strange/not normal but cool." I can can imagine, I end up smiling a lot. stretch socially acceptable boundaries world. If all leaves were the same,
attend isn't exactly thrilling, so you
I'm pretty sure that's supposed to be when you normally respect them they wouldn't be so amazing.
live with that.
have to make your own fun by playing
See, I don't care much for boring healthy for you.
and t he people around you. Now,
Be yourself; life becomes so much
baseball in a Waffie House parking
I also enjoy the application of moving on.
more fun.
people. (So, no worries, ifyou're my
lot at midnight until the cops kick
When friends tell me about their
friends, I probably don't think you're quirkiness. Sometimes my quirkiness
you out.
boring. Actually, now that I think has a mind of its own and appears quirks, usually with their heads hung CALEA BAKKE is a guest
Still, nothing compares to singing
about it, I don't think I know anyone unforeseen and uninvited, but I also and that slightly embarrassed smile, contributor for the Bison.
Qyeen with the windows down while
I usually exclaim something along She may be contacted at
who would qualify as boring.) I love try to be intentional about it.
driving through a smudge on the map.
One of the most enriching and the lines of "What do you mean cbakke@harding.edu
deep and dynamic people. I love
It's an escape. You can forget about
deadlines and chapel skips for a little
while and just go. That is, until you
get a message from everyone's favorite
guy, "donotreply." That's a real downer.
Ifyou've never been on a road trip,
wake up. You're in college. It's part of
your job description, and I'm pretty
sure it was required in the FAFSA.
In case it's your first voyage, or
if you're just actually and genuinely
interested in what I have to offer, here
are Jess Ardrey's Rules for the Road.
Rule No. l: Bring ridiculous music.
Bring the stuff you actually listen
to, too, but ifyou can manage some
Cher or some Captain and Tennille,
you're golden.
know what you're thinking. You are certain
Twitter is a networking tool for industries
Rule No. 2: Don't bogart the
this column is going to be about how
nate copeland
of all types.
T wizzlers. Sharing is caring, but stay
However, like everything in life, Twitter
Auburn is the most dominating team in
in control. You don't want to be the
has downsides. The most obvious misuse of
college football. However, even though we did
guy who "gets to talking" and, before
win the BCS National Championship earlier
the social network is the way some people
he realizes, has eaten everything
use it to attack or ridicule others without
this year, I'm unsure about Auburn's future.
from the last pit stop. Have one. Put
having to look them in the eye.
Our main problem is that we were unable to
them away.
An example that hits close to home is the
secure quarterback Cam Newton for another
Rule No. 3: Bring sunglasses. You
#chapeltweet thread. For those unfamiliar with
year. Apparently the NFL pays better.
never knowwhen your friend will snap
Or maybe you're thinking this column will
Twitter, hashtags - such as #chapeltweet
a picture ofyou, so you need to have
address the latest Harding rumors. The truth
- can be added to Twitter posts, allowing
your dial set to "stunnin'"' at all times.
Social media seem
is, I haven't heard any good ones recently. It
users to join a thread of conversation that is
Who knows? Maybe ifyou're lucky,
seems the "rumor- mill" is running a bit slow.
unified by the hashtag topic.
to be weakening our
you might even have a new profile
In stead I have decided to write about
I am amazed at what people will post
picture on your hands. F mgers crossed!
interpersonal
relationships
something more relevant - Twitter. The social
in a tweet but would never say to someone
Rule No. 4: Don't sleep. Apart
network that allows you to type 140-character
face.
because we no longer have faceI'mto not
from missing all the fun, the second
posts caught my interest more th an a year
suggesting that Twitter can't be
you fall asleep, there will be that mend
to
deal
with
conflict
one
used to express one's opinion. Nonetheless,
ago after I read an article in the Wall Street
that gives you a wet willie. There's
believe we shouldn't post comments online
Journal titled "How to Twitter: The social
on one. Instead of meeting Ithat
one in every car. That is, unless you
we wouldn't say to someone's face.
rules and tips for gaining 'followers'; why
are that mend, and in that case, get
Social
media seem to be weakening our
opinionated people win."
with someone to work
your sleeping out of the way first so
That article provided good insight into
interpersonal relationships because we no
as to avoid any retaliation.
through a disagreement,
"Tweeting 101. " Until I read the article, I
longer have to deal with conflict one on one.
Rule No. 5: Don't tell all your
thought Twitter was simply a place for people
Instead of meeting with someone to work
we
simply
fire
off
degrading
stories. While it's tempting to want
to rant about the social issue of the day or
through a disagreement, we simply fire off
to tell your non-wayfaring friends
comments from the safety
give an update of what they planned to eat
degrading comments from the safety of our
everything that happened the second
for lunch. I wasn't too interested.
online personas.
of our online personas.
you get back, refrain. The stories won't
However, in the last year I have concluded
Twitter affords us many good opportunities,
be nearly as funny. Plus, sometimes
that Twitter can be a strong tool for learning.
but it also provides an avenue for adults to
it's good to keep them.
act like children. It's a double- edged sword.
Although I get a few jabs from some faculty
students better. Reading what my students
So grab some friends and go
With all of that said, I still believe Twitter,
members who haven't embraced the new
post on Twitter gives me a little more insight
somewhere. You're guaranteed to
as well as other social media outlets, belongs
technology, Twitter has become a regular
into their lives that I likely would not have
come away with some redundantly
in higher education. W e should embrace the
part of my classroom because of the way it
gained h ad my interaction with them been
unforgettable memories.
complements my educational goals.
future before it's the past.
limited to the classroom.
You can follow me on Twitter @n_b_c.
For example, Twitter allows me and my
With every technological advancement
JESS ARDREY serves
students to continue discussions outside of
comes new opportunities for education.
as the opinions editor
the classroom. As a result, our time inside
Social media are new resources for teaching NATE COPELAND is a guest
the classroom is more flexible.
for the 2010-201 1 Bison.
and learning. Simply following people or contributor for the Bison. He may
Furthermore, Twitter, like other social
She may be contacted at
organizations that sh are your interests can be contacted at nbcopeland@
networks, allows me to get to know my
jardrey@harding.edu
provide you with knowledge and new insight. harding.edu

"It's how I keep up with the Harding gossip, and it's an easy way to
communicate when you need to get the word out."

The Art of Quirkiness
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Our thoughts and prayers are with Dr. Michael Claxton
and his family. He was unable to write his regular
column this week because of the health of his father.
But don't worry; he will soon return to "bring the rain. "

Twitter: The Double-Edged Sword
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While
Warming the

Bench

Baseball beats out snowstorm, Maryville Saints
by MONIQUE
JACQUES

student writer

What
happens
after
fame?
Three magic words spark
the silent game into action:
"Ready, set, hike."
And then the players scatter
from the line like a surge of
raging bulls let loose from a
suffocating corral. You snap
your arm back; you watch the
field become a chaotic mess of
300-pound men clashing. Then
out ofthe chaos comes a thread
of order as the receiver breaks
away from the commotion,
sprinting toward the end wne.
He's far away. He's moving
fast. And something closer
to a leviathan than a human
being is a few feet away from
ripping off your head. But
your arm snaps forward, the
ball shoots from your hand,
spinning with the accuracy of
a heat-seeking missile.
It flies high, it flies straight,
and it flies true. The receiver
catches it, steps into the end
wne, and the crowd goes wild.
Confetti falls like stardust
from the sky, fanatics rush the
field, and suddenly the whole
arena is worshipping you.
They are cheering your
name. You are in the spotlight.
You are what every little league
player aspires to be.
And then it ends. The
cheering is cut short, the
spotlight is shattered, and all
you have in the way of fame
are a few posters and too many
bobbleheads.
And you find yourselfnot in
the field, but alone in a mansion,
overweight,in debt, over the age
of35 and with nothing to look
forward to. Instead ofmaking
multi-million dollar contracts,
you are spending fortunes to
pay divorce lawyers. Instead
of r.mning plays on the field,
you are stuck in a boardroom
discussing accounting. As for
the good ol' days, there are
only cold leftovers of fame
and fortune.
According to Sports
Illustrated, by the time they
have been retired for two years,
78 percent of former NFL
players have gone bankrupt
or are under financial stress
because of joblessness or
divorce. Look at Bernie Kosar,
a former quarterback for the
Dallas Cowboys whose life fell
to pieces with a nasty divorce
and an even nastier bankruptcy
following the 2008- 2009
recess10n.
Since when do legends go
bankrupt? Perhaps when they
realize being a legend doesn't
pay the bills.
Perhaps that is why Brett
Favre was so reluctant to retire.
How do you go from being
the favorite American idol to
a regular human being with
more money troubles than
Nicholas Cage?
My advice: Forget the money,
and find a new purpose.
Be more than a charity
dinner guest, be a legend that
puts one's gamemaking skill
to the test and tries to change
the world.

J.M. ADKISON
serves as the sports
editor for the 20102011 Bison. He may
be contacted at
jadkiso1@harding.edu

Determined to play
Saturday's game, Harding's
baseball team went up
against the odds to clear
a little less than 90,000
square feet of snow-covered
field on their snow day
Thursday, Feb. 10.
"We knew the only way
we would be able to play
would be to shovel it all
off," senior hitter Jason
Nappi said.
The 45 players arrived to
7 inches of snow covering
Jerry Moore Field at 11
a.m. Thursday with only
shovels, trashcans and two
John Deere Gators.
"I usually don't buy
into that kind of stuff
being indicative of what a
group of people is able to
accomplish, but when you
get here at 11 and leave
at 5, look around and all
the snow is gone on the
field and there are 7 inches
everywhere else, you say
to yourself, 'Wow, this
could be a special year,'"
senior pitcher Donny
Stephens said.
After six hours of
shoveling snow and
assembly lines ofsnow-filled
30-gallon trashcans, plus
the occasional snowball
grenade, Nappi said the
team, all with sunburnt
faces, looked at the d ay as
a bonding experience and
a group accomplishment.
"I've never had a bunch
work that hard," head coach
Dr. Patrick McGaha said.
"Usually after two hours
they're tired and ready to
go. What I thought was
really amazing was after
three hours I gave them an
option of going home, but

TOP RIGHT: While most students spend their
snow days sleeping or having snow ball fights,
the baseball team spent its day off working
hard to clear their field for its first game of the
season against the Maryville University Saints.
The Bisons won their first game 10-0.
photo courtesy of Harding Sports Information
BOTTOM RIGHT: In Game 2 against the
University of Alabama in Huntsville, freshman
pitcher Cameron Walker gets ready to deliver
a pitch.
photo by CALEB RUMMEL I The Bison
every one of them stayed.
They volunteered the last
three hours."
The team's h ard work
paid off that Saturday with
a winning score of 10-0 over
the Maryville University
Saints of St. Louis, Mo.
"This team's chemistry
is really good," McGaha
said. "I think that day is just
a test of how true that is.
They had a good attitude

and some fun, and they
got it done."
With the introduction
of composite bats, which
McGaha said made the
game more similar to a
professional one, the team
has faced a few challenges
this season already. They
have overcome with a winloss record of 4-1 and 45
games remaining. McGaha
said the goal each season

is to win the conference,
and with the talent and
determination the players
have already displayed, he
has high hopes.
But even with their
hopes, the players said they
lack the cheering crowd.
What the team requests
more than anything is fan
support.
"The baseball team
encourages all of the Rhodes

Rowdies to come out and
support us at Jerry Moore
field,"McGaha said. "They
can become the Moore
Maniacs for the spring."
The student body's next
opportunity to become
that cheering crowd here
at Jerry Moore Stadium
will be tomorrow, Feb.
26, at noon and Sunday,
Feb. 27, at 1 p.m. against
Lambuth University.

HU National Signing Day seeks new recruits
by ZACH DECKER

editorial assistant
Harding University's athletic
department is well into its recruiting
stage for the 2011-2012 school year.
National Signing Day marks the
first day of the signing season for
football, soccer, cross-country and
track and field. This period began
Feb. 2 and ends April 1. During this
time, recruited freshmen will sign a
national letter of intent, agreeing to
play sports for Harding.
These one-year renewable contracts
are for students who will receive scholarships from Harding University for

by J.M. Adkison
sports editor
It was 30 years ago when
Harding was a member of
the Arkansas Intercollegiate
Conference, when there
was the Harding University
Bowling Team and when
there was a bowling alley
in the student center. In an
editorial written by editor
Sue Baj, the Bison described
why the bowling team was
disbanded so long ago.

by SUE BAJ
1981 Editor
As we have all heard in
one form or another, the
Harding University Bowling
Team has been disbanded
for an indefinite period of

the 2011-2012 school year.
So far, head coach Ronnie Huckeba
has signed 25 freshmen for the football
team, with an additional nine transfer
students. Dr. Greg Harris has recruited
one freshman for the women's soccer
team, three for the men's soccer team
and one for the women's track and
field team.
Huckeba said he is excited about the
new recruits and what they will bring
to the table for neXt: football season.
"This is a great class, and we are
extremely pleased," Huckeba said.
"Primarily because we met our needs.
We wouldn't have signed them ifwe
weren't confident in their abilities."
The Harding Athletic Department

time beginning with this
academic year.
Contrary to the beliefs
of many that this was some
arbitrary decision made for
spite of the bowling team,
the main reasons for this
proposal are concrete and
well justified.
First of all, two years
ago the NAIA made the
decision to drop bowling
as a sponsored sport due to
the lack of interest among
schools participating.
Secondly, the following
year the AIC made the same
decision based on the fact that
there were only three in-state
teams participating within
the conference. Although
these decisions were made,
Harding remained within
the league for another year
due to a commitment to the
returning team members

receives hundreds, ifnot thousands, of
leads every year. Sports Information
D irector Scott Goode said there is a
great deal of time and research that
goes into selecting the right players
for Harding.
Goode also said the football program
at Harding is given the equivalent of
36 scholarships to use for its entire
team, leaving them able to recruit
roughly a class average of 25-30 new
freshmen with partial scholarships.
"We try to help as many [students]
as we can who prove that they can play
at this level," Huckeba said.
This year, Harding is recruiting a
large number ofdefensive players for
its football team. Huckeba identified

who were ant1etpating
participation in the sport.
Harding holds a policy
for each sport it participates
in which says that it will
not sponsor any sport that
is not in the AIC. This
ruling was set forth to help
establish and maintain a wellrounded sports program with
competition as close to home
as possible for the teams.
Therefore, in compliance
with this policy, Harding
was forced to disband the
bowling team.
Another substantial
reason for the suspension
of the team is the fact that
the majority of the returning
members are now ineligible
to participate in the sport.
The conference rules state,
which Harding adheres to
for all sports, that any team
member who competes in

the team's needs for defensive line and
the secondary, a term for defensive
players who cover receivers going out
on pass patterns, mainly as a result of
several of the team's defensive players
graduating in May.
"We lost a bunch of really good
players from that side of the ball, and
offensively we lost a couple receivers
and a quarterback," Huckeba said.
"So we've got a bunch ofguys coming
back on offense, very few on defense,
so that was our focus."
Huckeba said Harding holds high
standards for its athletic department
and searches for players based on their
character, talents and the benefits they
bring, not just their high school stats.

a sport for money is no
longer eligible to compete
on the college lt;vel in that
particular sport. Therefore, the
bowling team this year would
have consisted of numerous
inexperienced members who
would have had to travel out
of state for each tournament
which was frowned upon
by the athletic committee.
The expenses incurred with
the excessive traveling for a
non-conference sponsored
sport were not feasible for
Harding.
The team members may
once again, like two or three
years ago, in the tournament
in Las Vegas, propose to pay
the expenses on t heir own,
but this still would not be
a school approved function.
Like so many other
policies set forth by the
administrators throughout

the year here at Harding,
the decisions were made
after much deliberation
about the best interest of
the students as well as the
school therefore we should
respect and accept them
with grace.
The assortment of stories
that travel about this campus
dealing with situations such
as the suspe nsion of the
bowling team could and
should be alleviated by a
little responsibility on our
parts as interested students
to seek the truth behind
the decisions as they are
handed down.
This can only be done by
going to the source of the
news and not listening to
misconstrued ideas thrust
forward by angry people
in an effort to relieve some
unwanted frustrations.
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Valentine's Day victories
Lady Bisons defeat Southern Arkansas University
by J. M. ADKISON
sports editor

in the second half "We did not do so great
at working the offense in the first half, so we
made sure to improve on that in the second half
We just need to start out the way we finish our
Even though it was Valentine's Day, the Lady games by continually working on our shots."
Rollins earned her eighth double-double with
Bisons showed no love to the Lady Muleriders
of Southern Arkansas University. With a big this game, scoring 20 points and 10 rebounds,
hand from junior guard Sierra Rollins' double- helping Harding outrebound Southern Arkansas
double prowess, the Lady Bisons came out 40-35, as well as making 4-of-4 free throws.
victorious with a 63-46 score.
Reiher scored 12 points and senior guard Bailey
Both teams were neck and neck in the first St. Clair achieved 10 points, helping Rollins
10 minutes ofthe first half, until senior forward and the other players ensure the victory.
Danielle Reiher got a rebound and made three
''A game is 40 minutes, and if you play 35
layups within two minutes, and Rollins added of it you're going to get beat, so you've got to
four more points to the score in free throws. suck it up to and play when you get tired," Kirby
The first half ended with 24-19,with the Lady said. "We got into the flow, we built up great
momentum at the start ofthe second half We
Bisons leading.
In the second half, the Lady Bisons stepped scored really well in the paint, and since more
up their game and came back to make 39 more fouls are called in the paint than at the 3-point
points, 19 in the first 10 minutes in field goals line, you're not going to get any free throws if
(when a ball passes through the basket in regular you're only playing at the 3-point line ... we did
game time). With nine minutes left to play, the a good job of finishing the game."
Lady Bisons were beating the Lady Muleriders
With this victory, the Lady Bisons maintained
45-25. The Lady Bisonswere also able to keep their fourth-place spot in the Great South
their opponents from getting any closer than Conference West Division. If they keep this
17 points away in the rest of the half
spot, they will be eligible for the conference
"(Head] Coach [Tim] Kirby always gives tournament in March.
great halftime speeches," freshman guard
The Lady Bisons were decked out in bright
Kristen Celsor said of their burst of energy pink home uniforms to raise awareness for breast

photo by ASHEL PARSONS I Petit Jean
Think Pink: Senior guard Brittany Gottsponer and her fellow Lady Bisons
wear pink uniforms in support of breast cancer awareness on Valentine's

cancer. Kirby said the uniforms were donated
by Chili's Bar and Grill. Spectators were able to
purchase pink shirts for a "Pink-Out" game
to donate money for breast cancer research.
"The amount of money that we raise
isn't going to put a dent into what needs to
happen with cancer fundraising, but every
little bit does help, and this is more for
raising awareness," Kirby said.

The men's basketball team also defeated
Southern Arkansas, with senior guard
Stephen Blake scoring a career-high 34
points. As of Tuesday, Feb. 22, the Bisons
are ranked in 14th place nationally in the
latest National Association of Basketball
Coaches/Division II Coaches Poll and are
at No. 7 in the NCAA II South Region
Rankings.

A few reasons why every student should watch tennis
The following article is my
attempt to persuade you to come
to a Harding tennis match. While I
realize you are busy with your school
and social life, I think you are simply
not aware of the benefits a Harding
tennis match offers. This is not a plea,
just a simple informational article.
0 K, maybe a small plea.
FJISt things first, we are really good.
With the men going to Nationals
last season and the womencarrying
a 23-7 record, we are one of the
most successful sports at Harding.
I am, of course, a bit biased

Gina Cielo

Guest

Space

toward the women's team, so to all
those single men out there: Why
wouldn't you want to come watch six
to 10 cute girls wearing skirts play
tennis? And to all the single ladies:

Why wouldn't you want to come
watch tan foreign and American
boys play tennis?
Besides our ability and cuteness,
we give you the opportunity to
experience numerous cultures.
From Brazil to China, we offer a
large range of diversity. You can
learn how people express triumph
or anger, but mostly triumph, in
various dialects.
0 K, so you now have a potential
boyfriend or girlfriend and are more
cultured. What else? The matches
are free. You can even 'forget your

ID and still make it into the match.
Once at the match, you will find
bleachers shining in the reflection
of the sun. Which brings me to my
next point. You can get a tan. This is
simply an added bonus because you
are technically there to watch tennis.
And for the person who can't stay
focused long enough, there are six
to 12 matches going on at a time.
Never a dull moment.
Lastly, you can learn and improve
your own tennis game. You can
finally show up your friends at those
random weekend tennis outings.

Who knows, it could possibly spark
an obsession.
This spring, when you are sitting
in your dorm room on a bright,
shiny day, think twice about lying
on the front lawn and walk on down
to the tennis courts instead. Mark
your calendars ahead of time. March
3 is the first home match of the
season, and we would love to have
your support. The possibilities and
benefits are endless.
NOTE: Gina Cielo is on the
Harding tennis team.

Benyapa Phumtip

Recycling plastic pays
off. Just five two-liter
bottles can be recycled
into enough fiberfill
to stuff an entire ski

jacket. Keep Arkansas
clean. Make
it SHINE.
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photo by ASHEL PARSONS I Petit Jean
Freshman Benyapa "Pompom" Phumtip is a native of Bangkok, Thailand, majoring in graphic design and hoping to go into fashion.

by WHITNEY
DIXON
student writer

"I felt like she was
a great fit for us," he
said.
Though Phumtip
had never heard of
Freshman Benyapa
Harding, she said she
"Pompom" Phumtip
knew Harding would
may be new to the
allow her to pursue
United States, and new her education while
to Harding but she is
still playing the sport
definitely not new to .
she loves. In Thailand,
tennis. Having played
pursuing both interests
the sport since she
would not have been
was nine, she has a
easy. Phumtip said
lot to offer the Harding
that in Thailand, sports
women's tennis team.
are not as prominent at
"She's one of our
the universities.
top players without
"If I want to
question. She could be
study and play
a difference maker for
sports together, it's
us," said David Elliott,
impossible. It's like,
head tennis coach.
you have to study first,
Phumtip is from
you must study hard,"
Bangkok, Thailand,
Phumtip said.
and though she knew
However, Phumtip
she wanted to attend
said playing sports
college in the U.S., she
is just as important a
had never heard of
learning experience as
Harding.
academics.
"I guess we
"Playing sports, it
discovered each other," teaches you a lot of
Elliott said.
things: the team and
Elliot began by
your mind and your
corresponding with
responsibility," Phumtip
Phumtip via e-mail and
said. "If you have a
then proceeded with
responsibility with a
the recruiting process.
sport you must have

responsibility with
everything in your life."
Phumtip said that at
first she was worried
about being away from
her family, but despite
the separation she has
thrived. She said her
favorite thing about
Harding is the people.
"They're kind;
they're nice," Phumtip
said. "They care about
other people."
In that respect,
Phumtip fits right in.
Elliott said that Phumtip
loves her team and has
been known to bring
back gifts for them after
breaks. He said she has
the type of infectious
personality people are
naturally drawn to.
"She's just a caring,
giving-type person, and
that's very impressive,"
Elliott said.
Phumtip said she
would love to play tennis
professionally but is not
sure whether she will get
to that point. Regardless,
she sees tennis as a part
of her life that will endure.
"I think I will play tennis
forever," Phumtip said.
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'Frosty' uses cooking for ministry 'Gnomeo' banter
draws laughter
I've been
-

-

by JESS ARDREY
opinions editor

inspired by the
grace of God,
not of men. I
want to help as
many people
as I can. And
that's why I
cook.
-Lovell Craig
senior

by RYAN ORR
student writer
With a self-given nickname like "Frosty the Black
Man,"it's easy to believe that
Lovell Craig is no ordinary
Harding student.
Craig is a senior studying
for his bachelor's in general
education with an emphasis
in music. He graduated
from ASU Beebe with an
associate's in liberal arts.
Originally from Kansas
City, Mo., Craig wants to
pursue a career in music or
ministry.
"I would also like to be
more of a humanitarian
in the sense that I want to
reach out to those who don't
have any way to reach out
for themselves," Craig said.
But he has a special gift.
Craig cooks free meals
regularly for students at
area colleges, including
ASU Beeb e and Harding.
He views it as his personal
ministry.
"I've been inspired by
the g race of God, not of
men," Craig said. "I want
to help as many people as I
can, and that's why I cook."
Craig is retired from the
United States Navy, where
he was a cook and a fireman.
Fresh out of high school,
Craig joined the military
because he needed a job.
"It wasn't necessarily
what I was looking for,"
Craig said. "Nevertheless,
it taught me some values.
It taught me tradition. It
taught me how not to be

photo by CALEB RUMMEL I The Bison
Lovell "Frosty the Black Man" Craig is a man
of many talents. After serving in the navy as a
cook and fireman, Craig has carried his skills
home and cooks for those around him.
selfish, but to 19ok after someone else."
others. As a result, it finished
When it comes to his
raising me."
nickname, Craig acknowlApart from cooking, edges that he's a long-time
Craig's hobbies include fan of classic Christmastime
basketball and anything cartoons. He thought it
outdoors, but his real pas- would be funny, considering
sion lies in service, much of he had "a couple gray hairs,"
which is rooted in his past. to dub himself Frosty the
"I didn't have a lot," Black Man.
Craig said. "As poor as we
"It gives people a chance
were, you don't know how to look at how silly it is to
the grace of God abides put others in categories
with you until you can give when you can just make
of yourself as a sacrifice to fun of yourself," Craig said.

"I'm not ashamed of who I
am, but I want other people
to have fun in knowing
that there are people who
really love life, and that's
what I do."
Craig said he lo ves
being a student here and
considers it a blessing to
be at Harding, especially
because he didn't graduate
from high school. But being
the first of his generation to
go to college, while already
an accomplishment, isn't
the last of his aspirations.
Craig's new goal is to attend
Harvard Law School.
However, no matter
where he ends up, Craig
will certainly continue to
work for the betterment
of everyone around him.
"As I am educated, I
educate others," Craig said.
"I want to be all things to
all people. I want to give
of myself in such a way
to where they're not just
looking at me, but they're
looking at the contributions
of how I've changed the
lives of others."

by AERIAL
WHITING
asst. copy editor
Touchstone Pictures '
"Gnomeo and Juliet 3-D"
delivers non-stop laughs as
it recasts what is arguably
Shakespeare's most beloved
romantic tragedy. Far from
tragic, the G-rated computeranimated film ends on a happy
note - or rather the happy
notes of Elton John's music.
The fumiliar tale oftwo lovers
whose romance is thwarted by
their families' feud unfolds this
time in the yards of next-door
neighbors, Miss Montague
and Mr. Capulet, who live at
2B and Not 2B Verona Drive
in Stratford-upon-Avon. The
bellicose families, in a Pixaresque spin on the story, consist of
garden gnomes -divided into
the Redbricks and Blueburys
- who spring to life when
no one can see them and who
compete to maintain the more
attractive lawn. Fortunately for
Juliet, a Redbrick, and Gnomeo,
a Bluebury, their love is not
doomed, although they are
imperiled when the intergarden warfare escalates to
a battle involving tomatoes,
blueberries and a lawn mower.
"Gnomeo" was directed
by Kelly Asbury, who also
co-directed "Shrek 2," and
"Gnomeo" shares the fast
pace of the ogre sequel. The
effect is that the movie grips
your attention from start to
finish, aided by the upbeat
songs of Elton John.
The corny, pun-laden script
is hysterically funny, and

the impressive voice credits
include James McAvoy as
Gnomeo, Emily Bunt as
Juliet, Maggie Smith as Lady
Bluebury and Michael Caine
as Lord Redbrick. Ozzy
Osbourne, Hulk Hogan and
Dolly Parton all have cameo
voice parts.

The corny, punladen script
is hysterically
funny.
... However,
humor is all
that "Gnomeo"
delivers.
However, humor is all
that "Gnomeo" delivers. It
lacks depth and character
development, and devotees
of the Bard would do well
to reread the 16th-century
script instead ofwatching this
film. The 3-D elements are
likewise underwhelming, when
they are distinguishable at all,
and felt like an afterthought.
This film seeks to entertain
without offering a moral lesson,
and it is the kind of cinematic
fluff that amuses on a first and
second viewing but that will
not have the staying power
of "Shrek" or "Toy Story." I
recommend "Gnomeo and
Juliet 3-D " to anyone who
would like comic relief and
an intellectual escape on a
Friday night. Otherwise, I
can think of better ways to
spend $12.25.
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Dear Frequently Unshowered Chapel Kid,
I know that college is stressful, but I'm the
one who has to smell your hair as you sit
down in front of me.

Yours truly,
Showered and Deodorized

W ant to submit your own "Yours Truly"? Use t he
format above to submit your own complaint, commentary or joke about somet hing that happens in your life!
Send submissions to skyle@harding.edu.
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CONTEST: Win a free Sudoku
book by being the first
person to bring the completed
puzzle to the Bison off ice
TODAY (Friday)

I w-ant so-me advice oo dating All ol m11
giris have not returned pfiooe calls o-r
texts and ml/ cfiapel PYuddiJ ev en sw-t'tcfied
lier chapel seat' Wfiat can I do-?
Sin cereliJ.
Alooe In Armstroog
Hello Alone,
As dire as your circumstances may seem, be not distraught.
There is hope for you and the mass of single gentlemen on this
campus.
Step 1: Pursue. A girl loves being pursued. The male folk popula·
tion is getting a bad reputation around here as never having
the guts to talk to a girl and ask her to go on a date. Some girls
are even reporting that not only are guys not asking them out,
but they aren't even shamelessly messaging a girl to ask her on
a date (which is a lesser evil than not asking at all). So, show
some initiative, take a step up and ask her in person. This makes
it harder for her to say no or for her phone to stop working for
some odd reason.
This leads to my second point.

How well do you know Hard ing history and current events?
Quiz your knowledge with our Hard ing-themed crossword.

Step 2: Pursue. Quite a large number of marriage startup stories
include the girl not liking the guy at first but then the dislike
turning into love.

2

6

Girls have an arsenal of tactics to see if a guy really likes her.
These range from avoiding eye contact to giving you her wrong
phone number to sWitching chapel seats to avoid sitting near
you. Pursuit is your wey of telling a girl that you care about her
• and that she's special. Show that you care by getting her number
from a friend in common. Then, call and text her incessantly.
, Keep doing this, especially if she doesn't respond. You could also
show your undying love for her by switching your chapel seat to
be by her side once again. She'll love it. Remember this: No really
means yes. Girls don't think in black and white.

1. Harding's ca mpus is famous for these
rodents.
2. HU's first president.
5. The belltower is t he remnants of what
college?
6 . Harding's annual awards show.
8. You are _ __
9 . Harding's Glee Club on steroids.
1 1. The right-hand man to Dr. Burks.
15. W e live inside the Harding _ __
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9

8

Note, this isn't an all-encompassing dating guide, just a few
key points to get you on the right track. Good luck, my young
Padawan.

Sincerely,

3. Harding was originally in
--~ Ark.
13

2
15
14

16

Submit your own question to "Dear DarkRoom" at skyle@harding.edu.
Warning: Most responses will be humorous and sarcastic. For real advice,
seek your local counselor or best friend. All responses are from the Bison
photography staff and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editors.

ll

4 . Student Association President .
7. Bison basket ball fanatics.
1 0. Campus Activities Director.
12. Three _ _ and a r ing.
13 Chancellor
14. This bronzed man looks over the
lily pond.
16. The name of Harding's mascot.

